MEMBER LOGO and LINK AGREEMENT and REQUEST FORM

This letter will serve as a request to use the Maryland Sleep Society Member Logo (as supplied by the Maryland Sleep Society) for the purpose of showing membership affiliation on websites, stationery and promotional materials. This member logo is the sole property of the Maryland Sleep Society and cannot be used without prior written consent. Permission to use the Maryland Sleep Society member logo is restricted to the person named below who maintains a membership in good standing and has obtained approval. Complete all fields in the form below and submit the original copy to the Maryland Sleep Society. Submitting the request form does not guarantee approval. Once approval has been authorized, The Maryland Sleep Society will forward an electronic copy of the logo to the e-mail address provided. Procurement and/or use of the Maryland Sleep Society member logo in any other way are prohibited.

- The member logo cannot be modified or changed in any way, except for adjustment of size, and may only be used for purposes of stating current membership in the Maryland Sleep Society.
- The member logo must not be used in any manner which may be considered disparaging or negative, or injure the reputation of the Maryland Sleep Society.
- The member logo must not be used in such a way as to imply that the Maryland Sleep Society accepts responsibility for or endorses opinions of the user, nor any relationship with, endorsement or sponsorship by the Maryland Sleep Society other than membership.
- The user must not use the Maryland Sleep Society name and member logo as part of their name or identity, nor use the member logo in a manner intended to link the user, its products or services with the Maryland Sleep Society.
- The member logo must not be used in any way to mislead or imply a document, website, profile or other promotional tool is from the Maryland Sleep Society.
- The user must not assign, transfer or enable usage of the Maryland Sleep Society member logo to others.

The Maryland Sleep Society reserves the right to approve all use of the member logo and to revoke the right to use the member logo at any time at its sole discretion. The Maryland Sleep Society’s approval to use the member logo also authorizes the inclusion of a link to the Maryland Sleep Society website, www.marylandsleepsociety.com, which is subject to the same restrictions referenced above.

If you understand and agree to the above usage terms, please sign and date below.

____________________________________  ______________  __________
Applicant’s Signature  Title  Date

Please mail to:
Maryland Sleep Society
1211 Cathedral St
Baltimore, MD 21201

Last Name ____________________________ First Name ________________________ Suffix ________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________ State _______________ Zip ____________________
Phone _________________________ Email ________________________________
Sleep Center/Lab/Practice ____________________________________________________________